



































































































































VA
Recall that the valenceof a holomorphic
function fat to is u where

f tczo t Z totgag with geoto
We can say VAAD as if fit locally constant ate

cutethat
f AI h Z tot GH t ZEDg'G

followsthat t Hou iff VHilo l

Alsofollows that vH E vCfEd l

Concludethat vH a smallest uzi sit Goto






































































































































Prop If f't to them f is notlocally
injective
Prof Recallfromthe proofof the
openwrappingtheorem that if uA as there

is a dish D around 2o and D around fag

f T

so that for w e D we have

Isia F VA GD

Recall also that holomorphicfunctions
leave isolated zeros Choose a smaller dests Doob
in which f G to for 2 c Do Eto fet Dobe a
smaller drils around fizz so that still looks

for w e Do Now as long as WE feel we

leave it e L in so

zeDl fees w UH Zo 9 QED






































































































































theorem Inverse function theorem

day to

them than a local inverse

Prof Consider the dials as constructed

Ahiousey

I
D I Dl

we see that ear

f Z 2D fEto t Z Zhuge gcedto with
UI 1

Now f o if u o to W l

We conclude that every point
in D bas

l preimage Nowconsider

thefollowingmodificationof thewinding
number integrand

Enif f f If me tails uaz
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aim tht the
HETE.geEff.timEiI.z.jfLzy

Wo moltofzjaaaadn.offawomimf.ggEiw

Aimee there is only one solution and the wnffca.tt
multiplicity is 1 the integral is pointz ee

whichmaps to v Holomorphic.ityof the

inverse follower by differentiating Curt w
under the integralsign

Definition A bolomorphictwap from U V
is conform ral if f Cato for Zea
Cor A bijectiveconformalweepbad a

conformal inverse

Proof Since fire bijective it has an urine

The inverse map is locallyholomorphichence
holomorphic

iisp0






































































































































Definition a surface sisatapologiad
spacetogether with a facing
G Efa a a ola his will

so that

a Cachola is a homeomorphismof
Un onto an

open set Waco

G Uti a Ci is an open cover ofS

If Ut meetsUp their tea off
is a homeomorphism of Nuancee to

uan up The ten are called

transition functions






































































































































Definition A surface is a

Riemann surface if the transition

functions are holomorphic
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There are two typesof pathological
behavior tteat can occur

a priori a seafarer need not be
Hausdorf
a surface need not have a countable

base for its topology
Riemann

Here is a simpleexampleofayaurface
which is neither Hausdorff was 2nd
countable GiaelRsthetop

it tetpa exy z a Gqditjztpg.im

8ounthequutieitapnce
cry by identifying exit 7 and

H Y 27 if Yo

C oraruoreaopluoticatedaompkaeeBeeerdou.J










Thefirst property is compatible
with a Riemann surfacestructure
and we will assume that our

Riemannsurfaces are Hausdorff

It is altman which will be a corollary

of something that we

connected

prove ltat aHausdorff Riemann

surface is 2nd countable


